FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
when I noticed two camels disguised oddly as ladies in
petticoats. Going nearer I saw that each had a bag sown into
the wool of its hump and hanging to the ground over its
hindquarters. Li explained that they had both given birth to
Wawas and were now convalescing.
Then we were in pasture land where there were sheep and
where hares, wild duck and storks ran about. They were so
plentiful that Peter would not shoot any more, on the ground
that it would not be sporting.
From a shepherd we learned that we should find our
Russian's yurt at Arakshatu, twenty Its further west. Here,
we were at Hajjar in the territories of the Prince of Teijinar.
The plain was cut by numerous trails. I saw groups of
yurts, and traces of them—great circles of beaten earth
surrounded by thick layers of goat droppings. Dogs answered
the barking of other dogs.
To dissimulate the feeling of anxiety that gained on us both
as we approached one of the crucial moments of our journey.
Peter cracked jokes. At last he was going to meet the blonde
Russian countess hung with jewels whom the agents of the
Third International would not fail to send to meet him at the
capital city of the Tsaidam. . . .
Our fate would depend on what Borodishin said. We
should know that very day. We must, before he had time to
dissuade us, make it clear that, no matter what it cost, we
meant to go on. But would he be the man to face it? Would
he understand our craving to get to Sinkiang? And then we
wondered whether, supposing that war still raged round
Cherchen, it would be crazy of us to try and cross Tibet
instead of retraining over the lugubrious Tsaidam.
We werenearing the end of thefirst part of our journey—the
Russian yurt at Teijinar which, at Peking, it had seemed to
Sinig thesimplest matter in the world to reach. Beyond was the
unknown. But echoes of the political situation in Turkestan
must surely have filtered through. We were going to find out.
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